Your Visit to the National Civil War Centre
You are coming to visit the National Civil War Centre. To help you get ready,
here are some photos of some of the things you will see during your visit.
This is the main entrance.

This is the front desk. All of the assistants that work at the front desk are very
friendly and helpful. If you have any questions while you visit the museum, they
will be able to help you. This is where you will buy your ticket. This is also where
you can ask about our sensory backpack if you would like to take anything with
you around the museum.

This is the museum gift shop. You will see this when you walk in to the front
desk area.

You will go up these steps to get into the museum, or you can use the lift which
is next to the stairs. There will be a lovely volunteer on floor 1 to show you
where to go if you would like them to.

The toilets are down these stairs in the museum.

These are the galleries on the first floor.
In these galleries, there are interactive screens with games to play on them;
there is also a dressing up area to try on some clothes like the ones worn in the
civil war. Some of the objects in the Civil War Gallery are 400 years old!

There is a cinema at the end of our Civil War Gallery, in there you can watch
some films about the Civil War, but the cinema is quite dark and quite loud.
There are also some scenes of fighting in the films.
This is our Magnus Room. You can come here to relax if you would like to at any
point during your visit. There is some relaxing music playing in here and there
are some lovely big beanbags to sit on. You can also play with all of the sensory
toys in here too.

These are the galleries on floor 3. The first room is quite dark, but the second
room is very light. In these galleries, you can touch some objects including a
posy ring and a life mask, there are also some games and puzzles to play.

These are the galleries on floor 5. In these galleries you can take part in a Fake
News Quiz to decide which objects are real or fake.

You can also touch all of our old fashioned communication devices, like the
typewriter and telephone.

This is the café; you might come in here to have some lunch on your visit.

There are some more toilets in the café too. When you leave, you will go out of
the door you used on you way in.

We hope you enjoy your visit to our museum!

